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If you get stuck in repairing a defective appliance download this repair information for help. See below.
Good luck to the repair!

Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage!
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	Also known: PHILIPS LO-7 CA 29PT9457 CHASSIS LO7 1L 29 PT 9457 LO

	If you have any question about repairing write your question to the Message board. For this no need registration.
	If the site has helped you and you also want to help others, please Upload a manual, circuit diagram or eeprom that is not yet available on the site.
Have a nice Day!
	See related repair forum topics below. May be help you to repair.



Warning!
If you are not familiar with electronics, do not attempt to repair!
You could suffer a fatal electrical shock! Instead, contact your nearest service center!



Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition,  
some files are archived,
so you need WinZip or WinRar to open that files. Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them.

These free programs can be found on this page: needed progs

If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file!

If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.
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Relevant TV forum topics:

40PFL4707  Philips logo and shutsdown

Dear Expert

The details of my TV is as follows



1. Philips 40PFL4707/F7 Manufactured March 2012

2. SMPS Board BA21P6F01 01 1

3. SMPS board has a sticker that says A21P6MPW C 7219720

4. This is a 110v Mains Supply TV sold in USA

5. I imported this from USA into my country where we have 230V.

6. I have a simple winding transformer that converts 230v to 110v



The TV has been having this problem.  Here are the steps

1. Mains power on

2. Front panel white led blinks 6 times

3. Philips logo display

4. TV shuts down immediately

5. Nothing happens.  If i press power button on TV or remote nothing happens

6. Have to power off and then wait for few minutes to experience same repetition.



Last two days, tried several times, only once the TV started and after 10 minutes it did auto shutdown as there was no input signal connected.



Does this indicate issues with SMPS or main cpu board ? Even if its faulty, how did it start once ?



More testing done as follows

1. Removed all connectors. Cleaned all three pcb with liquid cleaner. Cleaned all connectors externally and internally ( holes) using painting brush. Allowed everything to dry.

2. Reconnected

3. Started. This time, went past the Philips logo. I could connect a macbook via HDMI and play youtube videos on the TV for ~1 hours.

4. Using remote, entered service mode and initialized ( factory reset) the TV

5. For 1 hours of proper run, measured voltages. LED+24v was showing properly at 24v, AL+3.3v was at proper 3.3v and the P-ON-H1 was properly at 3.3v

6. After about 1 hrs, the screen shut down. The LED+24v is showing at 6v, AL+3.3v at 3.3v and P-ON-H1 is a 0v. This indicates the main cpu board has turned off the P-ON-H1 signal.

7. Power off, wait for 2 min. Power on... same philips logo and TV shuts down. Problem repeats.

8. Firmware is Code TVNB010_00_PF_XX91_BA PIC code U10_CM08:_40A_C7W_R_02. Did a google search and found no references if this firmware needs any upgrade.



requesting experts next steps to root cause the issue. I suspect the main board is bad and the SMPS is good. What if I manually put a wire from AL+3.3v to P-ON-H1 ? will the TV be on or is it risky for the main cpu board ?



I am attaching the service manual for this TV

PHILIPS 42PFL4307H/12  Maint keresek 

Sziasztok !

Keresném a fenti maint ....

LCD Philips chassis LC4.31HE AA , opcio adatokat keresek

 Udv. a tanyazo kolegakat! 
  A fent emlitett TV nek nem tudom kivalasztani a menube a bemeneteket, (altalaba szokptt lenni egy IN SELECT ahol kivalaszthato az AV1-3 HDMI  VGA s.t.b.) gondoltam hogy nincs bealitva az opcioba ,de az opcio kodok megfelelnek a gyari alitasnak ;OP1 152,OP2 167,OP3 47,OP481,OP5 252,OP6 27,OP7 19 , a model 26HF7874/4/10 .Ha lenne valakinek reszletes opcio leirasa vagy ennek a modelnek megfelelo mas opcioja ,es megosztana velem ,megkoszonnem .

Philips 43PUS6501/12 led csere után nem indul!

Az az indul de csak feheren zoldon keken pirosan feketen es kezdi elolrol.

Ehez kerek segitseget.Koszi elore is! 
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If you want to join us and get repairing help please sign in or sign up by completing a simple electrical test
or write your question to the Message board without registration.
You can write in English language into the forum (not only in Hungarian)!


E-Waste Reduce


      

    

    







